[Histopathological particle algorithm. Particle identification in the synovia and the SLIM].
In the histopathological diagnostics of synovitis and the synovium-like interface membrane (SLIM) the identification of crystals and crystal-like deposits and the associated inflammatory reactions play an important role. The multitude of endogenous crystals, the range of implant materials and material combinations, and the variability in the formation process of different particles explain the high morphological particle heterogeneity which complicates the diagnostic identification of diagnostic particles. A simple histopathological particle algorithm has been designed which allows methodological particle identification based on (1) conventional transmitted light microscopy with a guide to particle size, shape and color, (2) optical polarization criteria and (3) enzyme histochemical properties (oil red staining and Prussian blue reaction). These methods, the importance for particle identification and the differential diagnostics from non-prosthetic materials are summarized in the so-called histopathological particle algorithm. A total of 35 cases of synovitis and SLIM were analyzed and validated according to these criteria. Based on these criteria and a dichotomous differentiation the complete spectrum of particles in the SLIM and synovia can be defined histopathologically. For histopathological diagnosis a particle score for synovitis and SLIM is recommended to evaluate (1) the predominant type of prothetic wear debris with differentiation between microparticles, and macroparticles, (2) the presence of non-prosthesis material particles and (3) the quantification of particle-association necrosis and lymphocytosis. An open, continuously updated web-based particle algorithm would be helpful to address the issue of particle heterogeneity and include all new particle materials generated in a rapidly changing field.